
MEWP Selection and Inspection
MEWP selection

In selecting the right MEWP for any task the following factors need to be taken into account:
The nature of thework to be carried out
Access to the work area
Terrain
Work are conditions especially maximum ground pressure
Number of people and load to be lifted
Height and outreach required
Fuel type
Confirm that the operator is trained on machine category - Ask to see proof!

As part of selecting the correct MEWP you should think about the job and conduct a risk assessment
that incorporates all aspects of the work.

Before use each day or a the beginning
of each shift, the a MEWP shall be
given a visual inspection and functional
test including, but not limited to, the
following:
1.   Current in-service inspection
2.   Operating and emergency controls
3.   Safety devices
4.   Personal protective devices
5.    Air, hydraulic and fuel system leaks
6.   Engine cooling system, water,
      engine oil and hydraulic oil levels.
7.   Cables and wiring
8.   Loose or missing parts
9.   Tyres, wheels and brakes
10. Placards, warning, control
       markings, and operating manual(s)
11. Outriggers, stabilizers, and other
      structures
12. Guardrail system
13. Items specified by the manufacturer.

Pre-use Inspection

Before the MEWP is used and during
use, the operator shall check the area
in which the MEWP is to be used for
possible hazards such as, but not
limited to:
1.   Drop-offs or holes, including those
      concealed by water, ice, mut etc.
2.   Slope(s)
3.   Bumps and floor obstructions
4.   Debris
5.   Overhead obstructions and
      electrical conductors
6.   Hazardous locations and
      atmospheres.
7.   Inadequate surface ad support to
      withstand all load forces imposed
       by the aerial platform in all operating
      configurations
8.   Wind and weather conditions
9.   Presence of unauthorised persons
10. Other possible unsafe conditions

Workplace Risk Assessmet

Inspecting a MEWP is vital to ensure that it is
safe, complete, that is works properly and that
it is clean.  You must inspect the entire machine
both before and after use.  That is, the power
source, all working parts, the structure and
vehicle mounting (where applicable) in
conjunction with the manufacturer’s manual.
Document ALL inspections!
Do not attempt repairs or adjustments which
you are not authorised to carry out.  If you
discover any defects you should:
ISOLATE the machine TAG the machine ‘Do
Not Use’ REPORT the machine as defective

When carrying out an inspection, NEVER work under a raised boom or platform unless movement
has first been prevented by means of blocks, or special locking devices fitted for the purpose.

It is the responsibility of an employer to ensure that all operators using equipment are adequately
trained and familiarised to comply with current health and safety legislation, and the SASDA (South
African Skills Development Act)

Do you know ALL the controls?
Tilt alarm
Elevated drive speed
Limit switch
Stability System
Emergency lowering system
Audio warnings
Set up for logical movement

Do you know ALL the safety features?
Ensure any detachable or

           moveable control pane is set up
           for logical MEWP movement

Control is facing the natural
           direction of travel.

Safety is ethically “the right thing to do” & business-wise “the smart thing to do”
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www.buildsafe.co.za
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